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IDEALS IN MODERN FRENCH
LITERATURJE.

PAUL ADAM.

* La tradition est la chair de la vie publique ; l'innova-
tion est son esprit.'

' Le plaisir, c'est savoir; i'honneur, c'est produirc; la
honte, c'est detruire.'

}HE writings of Paul Adam consist of
novels, and of essays on social subjects.
Both belong to what may be called

1 the literature of collectivism. He does
not even in his works of fiction set

out to paint individuals, but 'la masse.' He
preaches throughout the gospel of work and the
prestige of intelligence; by them, in combination
with collectivism, can humanity be saved.

Adam was born in Paris in 1862, when his
father was * Directeur des postes de la maison de
Napoleon III. ' He describes his childhood in the
first part of cLes images sentimentales' (1903).
Early in his literary career Adam defined art as
* 1'ceuvre d'inscrire un dogme dans un symbole,'
threw himself heart and soul into the symbolist
movement, and helped Jean Moreas and Gustave
Kahn to found the ' Symboliste.' But in 1889 he
began to interest himself in politics as a supporter
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FRENCH LITERATURE. 277

of Boulanger;1 the study of the large social questions
of the day followed, and very soon symbolism was
abandoned for a rationalism devoted to the im-
provement of human conditions.

Before dealing with A&m's views for the relief
of man's estate, we must consider briefly a group
of novels that form a very important part of his
achievement, though not direftly connected with
his schemes for the future. The series is entitled
* Le Temps et la vie,' and forms an epic of French
middle-class society from the outbreak of the
Revolution to 1830. The four novels are 'La
Force' (1899), 'L'Enfant d'Austerlitz' (1902),
'La Ruse* (1993), and «Lc Soleil de Juillet'
(1003)-

Adam's ancestors lived the events of these novels,
and the history of his family was considerably
influenced by the political events in France during
the first third of the nineteenth century. He was
led to study * jat period, and records how,

'pendant cinq annees de labeurs, j'ai pieusement venere
l'epoque oh. se constitua la mentalite nationale du xix"
siScle par l'effort des ancetres qui surent donner a notre
pays une gloirc unique, par l'Encyclopedie et la Revolu-
tion, triomphes de aon intelligence, par l'empire, tripmphe
de sa force au service de l'esprit juste.'

1 See his novel,' Le mystere des foulet' (l 894). The following
arc the other books by Paul Adam, on which my article is chiefly
based-: 'Lescceurs nouveaux,' 1896. 'La force du mal/ 1890.
«Le Temps et U Vie': 'La Force,' 1899; 'L'Enfant d'Aus-
terlitz,' 1902; <La Ruse,' 1903; 'Le Soleil de Juillet,' 190?.
*Lcs images tenrimentales,' 1903. 'La citi prochaine,' 1908.
'La morale de la France,' 1908. 'La morale de l'Education,'
1908- 'Le Trust,' 1910.

VI U
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278 IDEALS IN MODERN

These novels offer admirable examples of the
' roman colle&if,' the outcome of the collective
psychology that may almost be said to have been
invented in France. The first of the series, * La
Force,' deals with the epoch of the Directory and
the Empire. France was defending its soil from
the invader; then she became intoxicated by the
dream of glory engendered by Napoleon. Colonel
Bernard He"ricourt is killed before Presbourg, and
his son Omer, in a sense the hero of the other
novels of the group, is the child of Austcrlitz, for
he is the fruit of H6ricourt's intercourse with his
wife diredtly after the victory of Austerlitz, and a
proof of the force that resides in the soldier not
only to destroy but to create. As Heiicourt lies
dying on the battle-field, his chief thought is for
the ' descendant' who will come some future day
* au rendezvous des armies, pour conqu^rir, a son
tour, le pain, la gloire et Tor,' and the last sound in
his ears is of the drums ' exaltant la gloire de la
race et sa force.'

Then the Imperial glory collapses, invasion is let
loose, the old order of society returns to France,
and brings back, its prejudices and its rancours.
The survivors of the great period become con-
spirators and ally themselves with Jacobins and
humanitarian fanatics. Contradictions abound, and
Omer finds it difficult to steer himself aright. But
Adam does not set out to paint the soul of Omer,
of one individual, but the soul of the France of
that period, and he has well succeeded.

Perhaps • Au Soleil de Juillet' is the novel of
this group most suitable for acquainting the un-
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FRENCH LITERATURE. 279

initiated with this side of Adam's work. It de-
scribes the events of 1829-30, the deposing of
Charles X and the setting of Louis-Philippe on the
throne. The narrative is vivacious, the chapters
arc crowded with material, yet chara&ers and
events stand out clearly. According to Adam the
lesson to be drawn from 1830 is submission to the
law. We must lay aside our convictions before
the Law. ' Respect a la Loi. II n'y a que la Loi.
La volonte1 des rcpr&entants est son expression.'
No specially high motive brought about the
monarchy of Louis-Philippe. Omer (and in
Omer, as I have said, we must see France) would
have preferred

'la Republique legs de Rome. Toutefois, entre Ber-
nadotte au loin sur le trone de Suede, Napoleon II
prisonnier dans SchoenbrQnn, les trois ou quatre sectes
de republicans pr£ts a la dispute intestine, deja violente,
prudemment on pouvait songcr au fils de Philippe-
ligalite, au combattant de Jemappes et de Valmy. Ce
prince etait en posture de lcs supplantcr par le fait simple
de sa presence, par l'appui des financiers, du commerce,
et de cette garde nationale qui s'equipait a la porte des
boutiques, enfin par le prestige de son extraction royale.'

Adam has worked on the elements provided by
historians and the memoirs of eye-witnesses; those
elements he re-forms in his own fashion, and with
his power of resuscitating the past, of restoring
the social atmosphere, and the tone of the con-
versation, he brings before our eyes * une vision
totale, animee, organique, vivantc.' Adam is speci-
ally successful in painting scenes of war, for writes
one of his ablest critics, he possesses
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28o IDEALS IN MODERN
( une abondancc, une fougue, une hardiesse, une inepui-
sable invention, une richesse de vocabulaire, une variete
de ressources, un style concret ou se dessinent les formes,
se peignent les couleurs, se traduit le mouvement'

The whole, as is perhaps inevitable in the * col-
lective ' novel, is somewhat confused. It must be
so when an author first conceives the general idea
of his novel, and then creates the protagonist who
is to demonstrate the idea. But fine episodes
abound. To describe his style only the untrans-
latable French epithet *touffu-* is adequate. His
super-abundant vocabulary, however, is rectified
by a delicate sense of choice. His dialogue is
admirable, * concis et net,' and seems * s'inscrirc
aux bouches des personnages comme sur des
phylacteries.'

I must, however, warn my readers of a blot that
disfigures all Adam's works, a blot that is equally
deplored by his French critics, and must not be
regarded as a mere idiosyncrasy on the part of an
English critic, I mean the purposeless introduction
of erotic and libertine episodes, described with a
disagreeable wealth of detail. The episodes arc
absolutely unnecessary for the progress of the
narrative or the characterisation of the persons.
We all know that soldiers are liable to commit
excesses, and that the Napoleonic wars were not
fret from them. Allusion to them would have
sufficed, and the naturalistic descriptions of odious
scenes could have been omitted. But similar
scenes occur unfortunately in novels that have
nothing to do with war and soldiers. Indeed, the
sensual indulgence permitted and even encouraged
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FRENCH LITERATURE. 281

in Adam's ideal state, described later,1 would deter
many from assisting in its realization.

Adam recognises that the improvement of
human conditions is no easy task, that any attempt
of the kind means suffering and disappointment
for the prime mover. In a novel entitled ' La
Force du Mai ' (1896) he relates the story of
Stival, a young doctor, who at the outset of what
promises to be a fine career is appointed to a
country practice. The great man of the village is
Horbrandt, a wealthy miller who imports corn
from Egypt and elsewhere; unhappily with the
grain are imported cholera germs. He refuses on
the score of the added expense to have the grain
disinfected before sending it into the mill to be
ground. A serious outbreak of cholera is fought
by Stival with might and main, and he discovers
a serum for inoculation which averts the danger.
Stival is on the way to grow rich and famous
when competition intervenes and America steals
the anti-cholera serum, sells it in profusion, vul-
garises it, and deprives Stival of the material reward
of his discovery. So he leaves the village and tries
to practise in a Paris suburb. But his reputation,
instead of helping him, harms him. Well-known
as a specialist, he does not inspire confidence in
families where measles or a sprained ankle was the
usual type of ailment. On top of this came his
refusal to give a false opinion on the cause of death
of one of the Panama Ministers, and to sign the
lying certificate that his colleagues readily endorse.
His honesty precludes all chance of a successful

' See page 285.
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282 IDEALS IN MODERN

career. He is told 'Tu n'as pas lc droit d'etre
honnetc. Les honnStcs gens, ils g£nent. On les
affame. . . . Ce n'est pas toi qui as arrange le
monde.' He falls into poverty and sometimes
regrets his action, but when he learns that he will
become a father, he says to his wife,

• Tout va mourir, et sur ccs ruincs memes de nos decep-
tions un etre refleurira.'

It must be their task to build up that creature's
happiness, even if suffering be entailed, for

'ce sera de la douceur de souffiir pour elle, toute sa
souffrance.'

In 'Les cceurs nouveaux' (1896), Adam gives
us in guise of fiction the history of the attempt of
an idealist to realise in practice a communist in-
dustrial society. The idealist himself is called by
his friends 'le diseur de chimeres,' whose views
are cun peu futur.' In Valentine, whom he
marries, is portrayed the most delightful type of the
modern girl I remember in contemporary fiction.
She possesses the old sterling feminine qualities
combined with the new self-reliance, and the in-
dependent spirit in a manner that would lead
women to their desired goal far more quickly than
the ugly methods too many of them support. The
works—a sugar refinery and a distillery—are run
on modern principles; everything is perfect; the
conditions of life, work, recreation are absolutely
ideal; they tend to lessen human pain, and to
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FRENCH LITERATURE. 283

substitute honesty and kindness for brutal force
and cunning chicanery.

' La bonte est l'art a la portde de tous. Elle donne
l'orgueil de creer et le pouvoir de sentir ce que notre ame
affaiblie ne sait plus percevoir par elle-m6me.'

But the experiment is a failure, because the
people, like moths, cannot be summarily saved from
the fire. They must first themselves acquire by
development and experience the knowledge that
will enable them not to burn themselves. The
reformer cannot help them by suddenly introducing
innovations that they can neither appreciate nor
understand.

' II empe'che les travailleurs de s'enivrer. II ne les
gardera pas. II veut qu'ils se lavent tous les jours et
qu'ils portent des habits propres. II ne les gardera pas.
II ne leur donne pas l'argent avec lequel ils satisferaient a
leur aise la bestialite de leurs corps; ils les payent en
v^tements, en nourriture saine, en logis salubres, en con-
ferences instructives. II ne les gardera pas. . . . Ils le
quitteront pour reprendre leur liberte de vivre sales, ivres
et vagabonds de donner a l'esprit le moins possible et a
r i i d le plus possible.'

No matter what is done for them, they will
never be satisfied until they have been brought to
realise and understand that individualism kills, that
each must live and work for the good of all.
Adam finds that a chief fault of the French, even
of the best educated of them, is that they are not
multi-lateral.

* Chacun de nous choisit une secte, s'y range, se bouche
des ceilleres autour de la tfite et ne veut plus rien
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284 IDEALS IN MODERN

connattre que les erreurs de son milieu. Meme s'il
emigre, notre frere cmporte avec lui ce difaut.'

And so to improve any class of the community it
is necessary to take into account its idiosyncrasies
and the long-prevailing conditions under which it
has existed. People whose idea of happiness is to
get drunk cannot be rendered happy by acquiring
artistic garments which they pay for not with
money but with work, by warm baths, well-cooked
food, and high-class dramatic and musical enter-
tainments.

Adam's most remarkable novel dealing with
capital and labour i s ' Le Trust '(1910). It depicts
the struggle between intellect and passion, between
the capitalist and the workman he exploits, between
great financial trusts and the small investors who
chiefly help to build up and support these trusts.
There is no reason why such problems should not
form material for a novel; they may even be found
to be of greater interest than those concerning
adultery and seduction. The moving spirit of this
trust in which people all the world over hold
shares, and by which they grow rich, is Manuel
Hericourt, who was

' souverain sur le monde ou les passions avides creent la
richesse des maitres avec l'aide laborieuse des peuples qui
labourent, qui martelent, qui vendent, qui combattent,
qui naviguent, avec le secours des elites qui pensent,
induisent, supposent et decouvrent.'

He is the strong man who understands how to
manipulate all the material that comes to his hand.
He is intelligent and not without heart, but at
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FRENCH LITERATURE. 285

every turn he is supported by the engineer,
Jumillac, a man of iron will, wholly heartless, but
of marvellous intellect, and master of 'les Forces
ideales qui depasscnt tant les pouvoirs de lcurs
causes industricUes ou financieres ct qui modifient
les existences dcs nations.' Such strength has
nothing to say to the gentler passions or arts; it
cares for nothing but material success and for the
power born of it. Adam hurries us from one part
of the globe to another, and introduces us to the
various members of the various nations concerned
in the trust. A sense of confusion and bewilder-
ment steals over us, a feeling called up in us by
modern life at its worst. Everybody lives at high
pressure, there is no rest, no leisure, only an un-
ceasing struggle to grow rich and powerful and to
enjoy to the uttermost what material wealth can
procure. It is all very ugly, and the one or two
gentler characters among the women succumb; in
such a world there is no place for love and sym-
pathy and pity. We hesitate to believe that such
an atmosphere prevails in the world to so large
an extent, but fully agree with Adam's implied
contention that where it does exist, it must be
eradicated.

Adam's criticism is not all destructive. He
builds his own 'cite prochaine.'1 The happiness
of the people must be founded on a juster concep-
tion of the supremacy of work and of intelligence,
the faculty ' de connaitre.' Justice must be done
to work, and to the workman who, like the soldier,
gives his life for collectivity, for the pride and

i» ' See • La cit£ prochaine' (1908).
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286 IDEALS IN MODERN

greatness of social evolution. After all, the quarrels
of Charles V and Francis I were as nothing com-
pared to the Hansa organization whence arose the
whole economic life of modern times. The work-
man must be honoured:

' II fallait pourvoir de surnoms heroTques l'ouvrier.
Le mecanicien, dont lc stable courage sauve la vie des
voyageurs confies dans l'express a sa garde, le mineur qui
affronte, apres l'explosion, les gaz deldteres de la galerie
ou gisent ses camarades.'

As Michclet said, true history is the history of
human labour and its prodigies, and of the collec-
tive mentalities it creates.

Adam recognises that we live in an age of science
and of mechanical machinery. Indeed, he believes
that the future sovereign is ' le savant createur des
forces qui multiplient l'aise des races.' He ranks
intelligence equally high or even higher than
work ; indeed, thought runs before everything that
has worth. One important reform in the city of
the future must be measures for increasing the
means of exchange of thought. Adam thinks
Congresses arc most valuable for augmenting the
mentality of the individuals who there meet and
discuss. There should be some place in the world
where at any time, in perfectly organized labora-
tories and libraries, men could assemble who arc
working with a view to the relief of man's estate,
either by curing their misfortunes and disabilities,
by better adapting the forces of nature to the needs
of society, or by giving plastic literary or sym-
phonic form :o emotion, sensibility, and thought.
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All who had new ideas could in such a centre ex-
periment on the value of the hypotheses established
by them or their pupils. A ' record ' of creative
imagination would thus be instituted, and nothing
usefully conceived by the brain of man would be
lost. The centre would become ' une ville de
l'esprit,' and would be inhabited by the aristocracy
of knowledge, an 61ite possessing the collective
soul that would make for perfection.

Adam believes neither in equality nor in parties.
He finds that all parties, nationalist, socialist, con-
servative, governmental, have one and the same
idea, to seize everything, to destroy minorities, to
triumph without justice or proportion, with the
puerile intoxication of the barbarian treading his
bloody prey under foot. There can be actually no
such thing as equality. In work, for instance, one
man commands while another obeys; it is a neces-
sary division of labour, but in no way implies the
superiority of him who commands or the inferiority
of him who obeys. It brings about entente^
contract, reciprocal service. It is only special
knowledge that increases the value of the one or
diminishes that of the other, and only of course
during the hours of work. Each does what he is
best fitted to do by his education or his strength
or his skill. The railway lamp-cleaner is not re-
quired or expected to drive the engine. We are
apt to-day to lose sight of the original meaning
attached to the term equality by the eighteenth
century philosophers, that which would give all
citizens access to the highest functions if they
showed aptitude to fulfil them. It never meant
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288 IDEALS IN MODERN

confusion of capacities, a meaning too often attached
to it by unthinking modern reformers. In the
future city every man and woman will be in-
dependent, well-mannered and healthy. No money
will circulate, but all will work, and their wants
will be supplied by the State in return. From
6 a.m. till noon all will share in manual labour;
then follows four hours of rest and exercise; the
remainder of the day is spent in intellectual labour.
Marriage and the family is non-existent, but
motherhood is held in high esteem—' rien n'est
plus beau que produire un 6tre pensant'—and pro-
spective mothers are well cared for, and women
who have had children wear a plaque in their
buttonhole for each child they have brought into
the world. Three months after the birth the
child is taken charge of by the State. A state of
free love prevails, and ample provision is made for
its indulgence.

No one, then, in the city of the future possesses
anything of his own: neither child, nor husband,
nor wife, nor parents, nor house, nor clothes, nor
furniture, nor servants. But no one is poor. No
one goes hungry. Intensive culture is the rule.
The general aim is to nourish, instead of, as is the
usual practice, to possess, to over-produce and to
sell at a large profit. Everything is done by
machinery. Life is led in public, for no one has
anything to conceal. Meals are taken in restaurants.

In the city of the future there is only one crime.
It is refusal to work, and is equivalent to murder
in our code. Such criminals are enrolled for life
in a regiment, and form the soldiers of the State.
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As they tried to destroy the social harmony by
their refusal to work, they are vowed to destruction
and perpetual murder.

There are no parties in the political sense. They
are replaced by oligarchies or groups who may in
turn hold the power: the group of chemists, or
ethnographers, or mechanicians, or artists. But
there is no struggle. If the group of chemists comes
to power, replacing, say, the ethnographers, they
do not strive to undo what their predecessors have
done, but endeavour to apply their chemical know-
ledge to the improvement of everything, of torpedoes,
as of cooking and the composition of perfumes.
When the mechanicians are in power, they work
to improve machinery in factories, the arms of the
soldiers, the working of the tramways, and the like.
Similarly the artists strive to adorn buildings and
streets. Thus, TEtat reste toujours tel qu'une
batisse en construction ou passent successivement
les divers corps de metier,' and there is only combat
in the domain of ideas. Collectivism is always the
rule, and no work of science or art or literature is
recognised as the result of a single personal effort.
If a man writes a book, it is signed with the
number of his group or oligarchy, because those
who compose it have helped the author in his
effort by their conversation and observations. As
a matter of fact there are no books in the city of
the future in our sense of the word; no one troubles
to read them, because everything is communicated
through the phonograph. Whatever is desired
can be turned on at will and listened to : the events
of the day, if a newspaper is desired; the work
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of any poet, if we wish for poetry; if we wish to
read history, we have only to mention Rome, India,
or any other land, and the best book on the subject
is at our ears. Music is of course at call in the
same way.

Aeroplanes offer the chief mode of locomotion,
and largely take the place of ships. Although
social justice is what is desired, it is not sought to
eliminate war, for

Me seul moycn de conserver la paix e'est de s'armer
jusqu'aux dents et de paraitre si redoutables qu'on n'ose
point nous attaquer. Toute autre opinion n'est que
litterature.'

Adam even approves of war, as the following
passage shows:

' La guerre mele les peuples. En se tuant, les hommes
tpprennent a se connaltre, eux, leurs idees. Que I'Em-
pereur1 conquiere l'Europe, et un jour l'Europe cherchera
l'egalite rcvolutionnaire, dont nos soldats savent au juste
le nom. . . .

' Nous ne demandons que la gloire. II faut des lauriers
a la natkm pour qu'elle se respefte et progresse dans la
vertu, en adinirant 1'exemple de ses heros. . . .

' II faut de la gloire aux peuples pour qu'ils prennent
d'eux-memes uoe idee grande, pour que cette idee donne
a chacun la conidaace de son devoir envers la nation.''

Adam dwells, moreover, on the unity of the
army.' All the diversities of the various provinces
fraternise in the ranks, and individual differences
disappear in action. There remains community

' NipoleonL
1 S«'L« Force" (1902).
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of interests, for all wills are united for the defence
of the same country:

' C'cst pourquoi, aujourd'hui corame il y a cent ans,
1'armee ou se rangent dans les memes cadres les Francois
venus de tous les points du pays, ou la meme discipline
plie toutes les volontes, ou le meme interet collectif s'im-
pose a tous les individus, 1'armee impersonelle, anonyme,
n'a pas cesse d'etre l'unique symbole que nous ayons de
la nation veillant au maintien de cette unite qui est la
condition meme de son existence.'

In Adam's city of the future material perfection
plays too large a part, and too little provision is
made for those things of the spirit which also
enable man to live.

Intellect is paramount with Adam. Heart,
passion, artistic sense have but small part in his
work. He is always sure of himself, and attacks
all questions, even the most complex and insolv-
able. With the greatest of writers inspiration
precedes reflection; with Adam the process is
reversed because the heart is subordinate to the
head. His mind is one of tremendous activity,
and his ideation is extraordinarily rapid. While
he is seeking to render one idea exact, others come
rushing in. Yet for all his rationalism he has
wide, generous views, and is an enthusiast for
whatever is noble and just, and he disapproves of
unconsidered innovation. He contends that the
'elites novatrices' must respect the ancient and
homogeneous soul of the nation. Exclusive in-
novation is worth no more than exclusive tradition.
Time, and not the victorious party, will eliminate
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the organisms that have become useless in the
economy of the people. Adam considers that
England perhaps alone among the nations has
recognized the respective claims of innovation and
tradition in all measures of reform. He wrote in
1908:

' La vigueur de l'Angleterre qu'Edouard VII vient de
manifester, cettc vigueur sans egale, cette force civilisatrice
qui change la face du monde, le peuple britannique la doit
a son gout pour l'innovation. II fut la premiere grande
nation negociante. Dans son pays furent appliquees,
d'abord, la plupart des decouvertes scientifiques. Mais
son respect de la tradition lui fait couronner son roi selon
les usages duxiv* siede, reverer son intelligente aristo-
cratie, et perpetuer sa gloire maritime. Avec une bour-
geoisie inferieure, par Fesprit, a la notre, une aristocratie
superieure, par l'initiative, a la ndtre, avec un peuple
plus coherent, elk a obtenu des resultats historiques
miraculeux.''

This tribute from our ally to what many regard
as our slow ways is specially grateful just now;
such recognition helps to draw the entente closer
and to ensure its permanency.

ELIZABETH LEE.

See 'La Morale de la France' (1908).
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